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 bed on the east side of the crater to any extent, which was continued
 up the side of A, I think the suggestion that the crater was a " secondary"'
 one, or blow-hole, would have ,ome probability, as it is a curiously small
 one. There is, however, the possibility that the lava bed came down
 the valley, and that a larger or real crater exists up the valley to the
 north.

 HANDBOOK OF CLIMATOLOGY.

 THE Handbuch der Klimatologie, published in Ratzel's Geographical Series
 in 1883, has been the standard work of reference on the subject since
 its publication. The enormous extension of the system of meteorological
 observations in all parts of the world, civilized and otherwise, during
 the last few years, as well as the very considerable advances made in,
 our knowledge of the general conditions controlling and determining
 climate, have been sufficient to make any work of so long standing
 distinctly out of date. The period has, however, brought forth no
 meteorologist whose learning and critical skill can compare with those
 of Dr. Julius Hann, and it is therefore a matter of congratulation that
 I)r. Hann has been able to occupy the first months of retirement from
 active official life in completing a re-issue of his great treatise.

 Although the general plan of the work remains sufficiently the
 same to justify the title "second edition," the framework has been en-
 larged and strengthened," so as to bear the additional weight laid upon,
 it, and each part of the book has been re-written and developed to
 such an extent, that what was formerly a section is now a separate
 volume. Hence we have now vol. i. devoted to the general principles
 of climatology-the normal climate produced by the sun supposed to act
 on a uniform surface; the modifications introduced by the distribution
 of land and sea; the climate of elevated regions; mountain winds,
 and the secular variations of climate. Vol. ii. is entirely occupied by
 accounts of special climatic regions in the tropics, and vol. iii. deals
 similarly with the temperate zones and the arctic regions. In every
 part we find an enormous increase in the amount of material dealt with,
 and the unceasing vigilance in noting every small contribution to the-
 subject, published in no matter how obscure a journal, has covered the
 ground as easily as before, an achievement which might surprise any
 one not familiar with the bibliographical work of the Meteorologisclhe
 Zeitschrift, which is always as near perfection as seems possible.

 It is impossible, within the narrow limits of space, to give anything
 like a detailed comparison of the two editions of this book, although a
 more instructive study in not only meteorology, but geographical history
 could scarcely be found. Great progress is shown in the exact measure-
 ments of solar radiation, which must form the ultimate basis of all
 meteorological inquiry, and of the thermal constants concerned in different
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 parts of the Earth's surface; and still greater progress in the general
 application of these exact measurements to the endless complexity intro-
 duced by geographical conditions. It may be permissible to associate
 these advances chiefly with the names of Langley, von Bezold, Zenker,
 and of Dr. Hann himself. Another important step is the recognition of
 the true position of oceanic currents as climatic factors: the drift current,
 constantly reacting directly on the atmospheric conditions which pro-
 duce it, is recognized as a vastly more important element than the
 current produced by forces acting outside the region it traverses. The
 credit of placing these in their proper relations is chiefly due to
 Pettersson, although the results followed, in a sense, fromn the work of
 Zenker.

 In the. two volumes of descriptive climatology, it is noticeable that
 British workers take a much more prominent position than elsewhere;
 we have nothing to be ashamed of so far as the making of meteorological
 observations are concerned. Our Indian meteorological service remains
 unique of its kind; nearly all our colonies show good progress in the
 establishment of observing-stations; while in regions of tropical Africa
 absolutely unexplored in 1883, the British Association Committee renders
 a good account of itself.

 THE HYDROGRAPHIC EXPLORATION OF LAKE BAIKAL.

 IN the summer of 1896, a special expedition, under Th. K. Drizhenko, in
 connection with the Siberian railway, was sent out to explore Lake
 Baikal, and the report of the explorations is now published in the
 Izvestia of the Russian Geographical Society (1897, vol. ii.). The expedi-
 tion had at its disposal the steamer Innokentiy, and was provided with
 a Danish deep-sea sounding apparatus, astronomical, magnetical, and
 meteorological instruments. Unhappily, the Danish apparatus was
 lost, with most of its wire, when the first sounding was taken, and
 another apparatus, with 622 fathoms of wire, had to be improvised.

 The expedition went all round the shores of the lake, verifying as
 far as possible the old maps, and making several new determinations of
 latitudes and longitudes, as well as magnetic observations. The surface
 temperature of the water was measured, and soundings were taken,
 each 7 to 15 miles, for a few miles off the coast. Deep-sea soundings
 were taken across the lake along seven different lines-those which
 were made in the northern part of the lake being especially interesting,
 as the southern part had been explored years ago by the Polish exiles,
 Dr. Dybowski and M. Godlevski.

 With all these data, old and new, M. Drizhenko has compiled a
 preliminary navigation map of Lake Baikal, on the scale of 6-7 miles to an
 inch, and a reduced copy of it (20 miles to the inch) is published in the
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